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A brief word about the Australian Law Students' 
Association

The Australian Law Students' Association (ALSA) 
represents the interests of students at twenty-eight 
affiliated law schools, which makes it an unusually 
large organisation. The ALSA Committee comprises 
eight students who are elected to their various 
positions, and the ALSA Council comprises the ALSA 
Committee and one or two representatives from each 
affiliated University. The ALSA Council meets three 
times a year in different states.

ALSA regards itself as a major representative body for 
the educational interests of law students and 
graduates. ALSA's Education Policy essentially 
focuses on two areas; first, the quality of legal 
education and how funding cuts will impact upon 
this; and secondly, practical legal training and mutual 
recognition. During the past year, ALSA has made 
several submissions to the Higher Education Review 
Committee, outlining ALSA's position in relation to 
government funding of legal education and the 
quality of legal education. At present, ALSA is also 
developing a response to the proposal by the Attorney 
General, Ms Jan Wade, to abolish articles and pre
admission practical training, (see Adam Rollnik's 
article on page.... Ed.)

Not only does ALSA have the educational interests of 
law students at heart, it provides a number of unique 
services to students. ALSA regularly updates its 
looseleaf service, the ALSA Law Students' Directory, 
with the generous assistance of LBC Information 
Services. This publication is held in each law school 
library and law students' society office. It contains 
information about careers, requirements for admission 
as a legal practitioner, scholarship information and 
much more. ALSA also publishes a magazine 
appropriately titled the 'ALSA Reporter'. The focus of 
this magazine is on law related issues and current 
affairs.

ALSA also organises annual events such as the well- 
publicised Annual Conference and the Australasian 
Legal Education Forum (ALEF). These two events are

held over a ten day period in July each year. The aim 
of the ALEF is to provide a symposium in which 
issues related to legal education, admission 
requirements and careers can be discussed by 
professionals, students and academics. During this 
year's Forum, three sessions were conducted, namely 
'International Opportunities in the Law', 'Becoming a 
Lawyer', and 'What they don't teach at Law School'.

The Annual ALSA Conference is perhaps the best 
known event conducted by ALSA. During the week 
delegates from Australia, New Zealand and South
East Asia compete in the Mooting, Witness 
Examination, Paper Presentation and Client 
Interviewing competitions.

In addition, Councillors from affiliated Universities 
attend Council Meetings to discuss strategies relating 
to ALSA's Education Policy, and to discuss innovative 
ideas forwarded by Law Student Societies. The 
promotion of ALSA at campus level is also discussed, 
as are ways in which ALSA can improve its services to 
law students.

The Conference week is an endurance test for all 
delegates who must either compete in the 
competitions or attend council meetings by day, and 
then attend the numerous social events by night. The 
social events are particularly enjoyed by all and they 
have been known to foster the development of 
interstate and south-east Asian relations.

ALSA has a web page address should you wish to 
view copies of submissions or obtain more 
information about the ALEF or ALSA itself. See the 
web page located at: http://
www.progsoc.uts.edu.au/alsa/, or email the ALSA
Executive at: alsa-exec@progsoc.uts.
edu.au.
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